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1. Introduction
This note is to show a simple model of consensus formation. In the
literature so far published, a dynamic process of reaching a consensus is
not a monotone sequence, and the problem is to prove the convergence of a
process as well as the formation of consensus at the same time. This is not
so easy, and in fact it is related to a numerical method for finding an
eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue unity.
The first contribution by De Groot (1974) is based on a linear model,
and then an inhomogeneous model is discussed in Chaterjee (1975) and
Chaterjee and Seneta (1977). Krause (1999) generalizes these models into
a state-dependent, i. e., nonlinear model. The method employed is a
contraction mapping theorem.
Our model, on the other hand, is a nonlinear resolvent problem, and
is closely related to a Leontiefmodel. A dynamic path is either increasing
or decreasing monotonically. Thus, the convergence of the process is easy
to obtain. Besides the attainment of a consensus is guaranteed under a
condition which is almost a tautology. As we examine the conditions
proposed by the various authors, each of them is a special case of our
almost 'tautological' condition.
The result then reveals the powerfulness of British auction or Dutch
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auction as a mechanism of consensus formation. These systems bring
forth a consensus about the possible maximum or minimum value of a
certain item.
2. Model
Let R n be the Euclidean space of dimension n, and R~ the
nonnegative orthant of R n • A given mapping Ft (xt ) is from Xt E R~ to R~ ,
and state-dependent, i. e., possibly nonlinear, and time-dependent, i. e.,
inhomogeneous or non-autonomous. The time index t runs over the set
No={O,1,2, ...}. The symbol N denotes the set {l,2, ...}. We make the
following assumptions.
Assumption 1. There exists a vector Xo E R~ such that Xo ~ Fo(xo).
Assumption 2. The mapping F t is monotone for any t, i. e., when x ~ y,
Ft(x) ~ F,(y) for any t.
Assumption 3. For any t in N and x" Ft- I (Xt) ~ Ft (x,).
Assumption 4. There exists an x such that Xo < x, and for any x ~ x and
any t, Ft(x) ~ x.
Let us suppose that there are n experts or participants. The vector
x E R~ shows the respective estimates these experts make of a
commodity. The vector Xo shows initial estimates given to the experts, say
by the auctioneer. The mapping Ft(xt ) means the new estimates by the
experts for the period t + 1 based on the estimates of period t, Xt.
Assumption 1 requires that there should exist a starting vector of
estimates low enough so that every expert will raise his I her estimate in
the next period. Assumption 2 says that when a given vector y is not less
than another one x, the vector of new estimates based on y is not less than
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that vector based on the latter x. Assumption 3 means that though the
behavioural principles of experts may change over time, they should
always become more 'positive', giving estimates not lower than before
when faced with the same current estimates. Assumption 4 guarantees
the existence of a certain upper limit whatever current estimates are.
3. Main Results
Given the above assumptions, we can prove
Theorem 1. Starting from xo, and defining Xr+l as Xr+l == Fr(xr), the
sequence {xr} converges to an x'.
Proof. Since Xo:::; Xl by Assumption 1, it follows that XI:::; X2 by
Assumptions 2 and 3. Iteratively it is easy to see by Assumptions 2 and 3
that xr :::; Xr+l' The sequence {xp};,=o is bounded from above because of
Assumption 4, thus it converges to an x' . 0
Corollary. If F is independent of time and continuous in its argument,
then the limit X' in Theorem 1 satisfies x' = F(x').
Now we add one more 'tautology-like' assumption.
Assumption 4. There is a neighbourhood H of the limit x', whose
existence is guaranteed in Theorem 1, such that if x, ~ H, and (x'); f= (x')j
for some pair (i ,j), then F,(xr ) 6; H. Here (x'); stands for the i-th element
ofa vector x'.
We define a state of consensus as the case where all the experts make
the same magnitude of their estimates.
Theorem 2. Given Assumptions 1-4, starting from Xo and defining Xr+l as
X,+l == Fr(xr), the sequence {xr } leads to a consensus.
Proof. The sequence converges by Theorem 1, and if it were not at the
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point of a consensus, it would be a contradiction to Assumption 4. 0
At first sight, Assumption 4 seems ridiculous. Most assumptions in
the literature, however, are easily found to be a special case of the above
'tautology-like' one. It is easy to prove
Theorem 3. Given Assumptions 1-3, Assumption 4 is necessary and
sufficient for the sequence to converge to a consensus.
4. Uniqueness
When F is independent of time, i. e., homogeneous or autonomous, we
consider one more assumption.
Assumption 5. If x ~ y and x f- y, then y - x f- F(y) - F(x).
Theorem 3. Given Assumptions 1-5, there exists a unique consensus.
Proof. The same proof as in Fujimoto (1986) can be applied. (See
Theorem 2 in Fujimoto (1986, p. 153).) D
Given Assumptions 1-4, and when the mapping F is continuous and
homogeneous, the sequence {x,} generated by X,+l == F,(x,) converges to a
consensus vector which is the minimum among the set
{xlXo ~ x ~ x, and x = F(x)}.
Under an additional Assumption 5, this set is a singleton.
5. Discrete Spaces
As was discussed in Section 7 of Fujimoto (1986), we can deal with
discrete spaces. Among many possible spaces, complete lattices are the
easiest to handle. Especially when a given space is Z", where Z is the set
of integers, there can be only a finite number of lattice points in the set
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{xlXo :S x :S x}. Thus, the convergence is realized after a finite number of
iteration. This is the case with a normal bidding-up auction for a
monetary value of a commodity. Let us construct a more realistic model of
British auction.
7. Remarks
Our model in this note can be modified to represent British auction.
The initial value ao is called out by the auctioneer. We consider another
mapping T,(x,;{ap}~:;&) from R~ to R, and it is a random selection of an
element among those vector entries which are greater than the foregoing
value at-I, and determine at. In case there be no greater value, the
iteration finishes. This transformation T depends on the past path of
offered values, and possibly also upon who called out on each round. Thus,
the sequence is formed as
aj == TI (Fo(xo); ao), where Xo == (ao, ao, ...)' , and
at+1 == T,+,(F,(x,); {ap}~=o)'
We can prove the convergence of the sequence {a,} under the above
Assumptions 1-3. Dutch auction can be conceived in a similar way.
We may also conduct comparative statics analysis making our
general model somewhat more specific.
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